This Space For Architect/Engineer Approval
Job Name ____________________ Date ____________________
Model Specified________________ Quantity________________
Customer/Wholesaler__________________
Contractor________________________
Architect/Engineer___________________

POLISH CHROME PLATED
SOLID CAST BRASS SPOUT
w/ AERATOR

REQUIRES 1" DIA.
CENTER SHANK
MTG. HOLE, & 5/8"
DIA. MINIMUM FOR
SIDE MTG. STUDS

3/4" MAX.

24" SENSOR
CABLE

3 5/8" x 4 3/16" x 2" DEEP CONTROL
MODULE BOX (WHITE) w/
WATERPROOF CONNECTIONS. AC or DC
OPERATED w/ (4) AA BATTERIES

144" LONG POWER
CORD w/ 100-135
VAC ADAPTER
(REMOVE RUBBER
PLUG IN MODULE
TO CONNECT)

FURNISHED w/ 1/4" NPSM
FE. x 1/2" NPSM FEMALE x
18" LONG FLEXIBLE ST.
STEEL HOSE BETWEEN
SHANK & CONTROL MODULE

REMOVABLE STRAINER

MECHANICAL MIXING VALVE w/
INTEGRAL CHECK VALVES

(2) 18" FLEX. ST.
STEEL SUPPLY
HOSES: 1/2" NPSM FE.
x 3/8 COMPRESSION
FEMALE

NOTE:
SUPPLY STOPS BY OTHERS

MODEL NUMBER 5EF-2D-DS
DATE 10/16/09
SCALE NTS
DRAWN DHL
CHECKED DMH
APPROVED JHB

DESCRIPTION
ELECTRONIC FAUCET: CAST BRASS CENTERSET FAUCET
w/ 4" c/c MOUNTING STUDS, TEMPERATURE CONTROL
MIXING VALVE w/ INTEGRAL CHECK VALVES, 18" HOT &
COLD FLEXIBLE SUPPLY HOSES, AC-DC CONTROL MODULE

equip
by

equip Foodservice Accessories
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